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This build is easy to create and perfect for close and medium combat with enemies, making excellent use of both strength and pyromanence while softcapping. 1. Since the beginning of the game, many enemies have extensive health and cause significant damage at the same time. I recommend killing
Leonhard to get a decent set of armor as soon as possible. Its set will be available through the maid of the temple. Compared to most kits, it has a fairly high defense in all areas, and a very high defense in both magic and fire. Take the chloranti ring and shield the grass of the Cross. These items are
important, so you don't have to put any points into stamina. Make sure to purchase Pyromanx Flame from Cornyx as well, but I'm not suggesting investing much in intelligence until you can get the Big Chaos Fire Orb (see #4).3. Use the Butcher Knife you gain from killing the NPC in the way of sacrifices.
This weapon scales with Force A immediately, has a healing positive effect, and does not require any extra points currently put into the skill. 4. Get Isalit Pyromansy Tome in The Smouldering Lake. This opens up, in my opinion, the best feast in the game: Great Chaos Fire Orb. Many enemies of the late
game can be killed in 2-4 hits with it depending on how much you invest in exploration. You need a Deep Ring because this pyromaniac requires 2 slots. A witch ring and fire clutch ring will increase your fire attack significantly, but beware your fire defense will be reduced to the average amount using
Carim Armor Eygon (see #6). I also suggest allocating your Estus flask so you have a fair amount of Ashen flasks to offset the default amount of FP.5. According to Irithyll from Boreal Valley, you should have enough large titanium shards to get your butcher knife and Pyromense flame to No.6 (if you also
browse a bit through the smoldering lake).6. Ideally, you want Karim's Egyon armor, which you can get by killing it once you have invested a little in strength and strength. This set is heavy and certainly requires 25 vitality. I don't recommend using a headgear because it is so heavy and doesn't provide
much extra protection compared to other headgear. 7. I recommend focusing on investing in vitality and strength and then spending extra soul on tuning and intelligence later in the game, as well as stamina or strength if you think it's necessary. If you invest a little bit in setting up, you don't need a Deep
Ring and therefore can use the ring of your preferences. Common Weaknesses: Moderate melee range, moderate fire resistance, weak dark damage, not much FP Dark Souls 3 Spear Build Pve Dark Souls 3 Spear Tips It's a game, Recognizes the value of perseverance by tearing you down before it
pulls you back up, strengthening the spots where it broke you, preparing you for the next valley just down the road. The world itself is a disabled series series The area is some sprawling outwards, while others stack on themselves, folding back and looping around in complex networks. This shows the
level of design that opening a campfire checkpoint is just as important as aligning your character or defeating a complex boss. In this dangerous world of swamps, prisons and undead villages, every milestone is a victory. Many secrets of Dark Souls III won't be clear until your second passage. Going back
to the Firelink Shrine Hub World in order to align the character stats, quality of the weapon, and health-infused estus flask seems tedious at first, but over time, you'll recruit useful satellites that have set up camp at your base, providing useful items and amateurs throughout your passage. Bonfires of
checkpoints scattered throughout Dark Souls III make it easy to travel quickly, and returning to Firelink becomes a welcome reprieve from the outside world. This spooky locale has subtle stories to tell enemies on the road of sacrifice to behave defensively, only attacking once attacked. The giants bow
their heads in exhaustion among the rafters of the Deep Cathedral. A sense of mystery permeates the dark world of Dark Souls III, and there's a certainty on display that's often missing in many modern games- Dark Souls III has secrets, whether you find them or not. It's also impressive how Dark Souls III
strikes the balance between exploration and leadership. There's usually more than one way that you can go through the world at any time for new bosses, secret dungeons, or new areas completely, but never too much of what it feels like is overwhelming. Level design encourages wandering without
losing attention. Dark Souls displays confidence often missing in many modern-day secrets games here whether you find them or not. Obstacles come in various grotesque forms along the way: clumsy giants and wild dogs; ancient knights and suicidal monks. Each enemy is a unique threat, and in groups
they become more dynamic and punished, requiring a flexible approach to combat. Dark Souls III is also clever in the way it plays on a false sense of comfort: many deaths come when you underestimate an enemy you've killed dozens of times before. Danger always lurks. In the long run, survival requires
patience. This is true throughout- there is a certain cadence in battle, a certain picture for each enemy, it is only noticeable when you take the time to observe it. Some enemies are weak next to their sword hands- others are vulnerable from behind. Instinct can tell you to dodge every time a knight pulls in
his spear, but spending stamina can lead to a quick death, forcing a restart at the last bonfire. Dark Souls III doesn't just teach you new skills - it makes you the ones you've already learned. The fight oscillates between measured duels and insane fights, but it almost always manages to keep things fair:
you may be and not enough, but defeat is usually your fault. Sometimes, however, Dark Souls III breaks this rule. The camera often struggles to tune in to close spaces, and the mechanics of locking can be capricious, especially against the more mobile, aggressive enemies of Dark Souls III. Using coals
increases your maximum health and inflames you for future fights. But what an impressive monster these bosses can be. In fact, some are more creative than any other developers in the RPG software lineup. These creatures play to your expectations and make you adapt. One boss fight pits you against
a crowd of pyromaniac that inches to you, hinting at his weakness with subtle visual cues. Intuition tells you to keep your distance, but it soon becomes clear that you need to join the fight. This rips you out of your comfort zone at a harrowing pace. Despite the nuances and novelty of most bosses,
however, some stick to familiar places. Deja vu kicks in for a few fights when the monsters display move sets similar to those that came before them, reducing creativity displayed elsewhere. I knocked down the pontiff Sullivan, the Consumed King, and even Aldrich the boss, the game pretending to be one
of my main targets - with tactics I used a few hours ago. These enemies feel recycled. They feel repetitive. The skin may be different, but the beast remains the same. One blatant design gaffe involves a boss requiring a specific item to bring it down, that is, if you don't want to spend half an hour whittling
away at his health. There is an earlier, obscure side quest that eliminates the need to use this element. But many players may not stumble upon it. Dark Souls is at its best when it rewards your height, and checks your character's hard-earned experience. This boss fight is not-it has a very specific
solution, despite the way you took to get there. This enemy, and repetitive bosses, fly in the face of the progress you've made. They repeat patterns you've already mastered. The late Dark Souls III game clock doesn't seem to erupt, but slowly disappears into the fog. As well as the overall design of the
level of late game clocks. While most Dark Souls III uses maze corridors and trap-laden outdoor settings, these areas lose their design appeal as the game draws to a close. Skyrim quickly level up to glitch. I expected Dark Souls III to carry me through creative fights and engaging hikes as my character
reached the pinnacle of his skills, but instead I felt frustrated. I came all this way with her, and aside from two fantastic bosses Games and a handful of inventive secret areas in his waning hours, Dark Souls III did not seem to erupt, but rather disappear slowly into the mist. But by and large, your growth is
respected. This is what the flow that is near a sense of progress that leads to the dark souls of the THIRD greatest moments. We create our travelers. We make them stronger, faster, more resilient, turning them into fighters as we too learn the intricacies of this foreboding of the world. We can't kill the last
boss until we defeat every enemy before him, so by the end of Dark Souls III, we've really mastered something. It's a special feeling. The best bosses make you doubt your instincts. Much like from previous software entries, Dark Souls III hides its plot under its gameplay elements-the story is more
preoccupied with tone than exposure. But what plot there asks important questions: why do we place our idols? How did they become our legends? Cinderella's masters impose figures in Dark Souls III, and their power is attractive to pawns like us. But the end of their lonely one-to-one journey was that
appointment worth the sacrifice he took to get there? There are a few possible endings for Dark Souls III, and while most are anticlimactic, they drive home the solitude of the way we took. The old lords have left their posts, and in the hunt to usurp them, we descend into these dark valleys, and climb these
imposing peaks. This is the essence of Dark Souls III: periods of doubt, followed by a great reward. The journey may be rocky, but there is a throne waiting at the end. Do you want to be able to take on the full blasts of Crystal Soul Spear, and Soul Flow without a flinch?! Do you want to invade one against
three Ultra Greatsword wielding scrubs, having them hammer away without breaking the guard?! You want to be able to take on full agro bosses by protecting weak and innocent souls without losing the point of HP or Stamina?!!! Then let's talk Tank.Why Tank? Most builds in revolve around quick rolling
and high damage-per-second. The focus is on timing. Unlike its predecessors, the DS 3. Poit is closely related to the animation attack. The armor is weakened and is not upgraded. Bosses/enemies are faster and much more aggressive. Enemies (usually) are much less predictable. Alternative builds are
much harder to manage early on, leaving many to go back to trying and correct. But the tank build is still incredibly viable, and in the long run will make Dark Souls 3 walk in part. The reasons for the tank:. Less dodging or worring about iframes. Less attention to timing. Unbeaten while shielded and
polished (60-84 seconds at a time). Can withstand more damage. Maybe it's better to win back from mistakes. Great for helping out in Boss Battles. Great for backstabs. In PvP, players often exhaust themselves trying to break your guard. Light punishment. Weaknesses of the tank:. PvP dueling can take
much longer. Bleeding builds can break through your tank defense. Some weapons, including those with piercings or the scope of application can still pass. You must be wise in when when Down your guard. GuideStrength attribute: 50. No more. Not at any point less. The most important aspect of
strength in letting you carry the Tankiest Shield. Exploration: 10. No more. Not at any point less. This will allow you to use 'Magic Shield'. Vitality: At least 40 are probably more. Vitality adds to both your physical defense and equipment load. Your Tanky shield is heavy, your strength weapon is mostly likely
to be heavy too. Any payload will be taken by your Tankiest ArmorVigor: 27-36. A little low-power, but still important. Remember that your estus flask to the max will only heal for 600HP. A large health pool is basically required to give you a few extra hits before you chugging. In total, the puffing tank can
withstand 7,000 damage on the Vigor 27, but only the 7157 in the Vigor 36. Aside from the Vigor 36, returns are drastically reduced. But with a range between 27 and 36, you should be able to take a number of straight heavy hits without dying. Mood: 10-18. You want at least one slot for your shield. The
extra will allow you to throw in a couple of extra amateurs. Deep protection and a sacred oath will give you an additional 15% damage, and an additional 15% damage reduction, extra stamina, and additional resistance. Well worth the investment, in certain situations. Faith: 0-30. Depends on what spells
you hope to use, and what levels you need to spare. Often useful over extra vitality/strength. Endurance: 20 euros/. This determines for the tank how many swings you will get in once your opponent has exhausted his stamina. Ideally, adjust to the endurance requirements of your favorite weapon. 20 will
help you in three swings heavier than weapons. Agility: 0-25. About 10 is the main requirement for most tank weapons. Higher agility can be useful by allowing you to use smaller tank weapons in exchange for Tankier armor. Luck: 0. Where we go, we do not need luck. The only cases where this miiight
statistic be useful for a TANK with a straight Arry sword, or spiked mace. But there are many better alternatives. ShieldsMoaning Shield: Your main shield, forever and forever. You can access it very early by killing Morne. What makes this shield awesome? At the strengthening number 5 it has the stability
of the magic number 82. What's so magical about room 82? This allows you to bring it up to 100, with a cast of magic shield. The Magic Shield lasts 60 seconds, increasing to 84 seconds with the long Dragoncrest No.2 ring. During this time, any attacks will be blocked without your stamina drained as
much as a tick. He also received amazing resistance to all the elementary damage. I took a full blast of Soul Stream, with less than 5% of my health The nameless attack of the king is the wind as well. The second reason why this shield is so AWESOME, for help, it can be in a fun collaboration. His His
Provides the same effect as the ring of the skull, bring the boss agro from the puny non-tanks on you. You can hide behind your MOANING SHIELD, while your special friends slowly chip away at health bosses. Alternative Shields, worth mentioning: Black Knight Shield: Farm it is as soon as you reach the
Crucifixion Woods. It only requires strength 18, and hands down the best regular shield in the game. Very high stability for its requirements. Team and conquer download Deutsch kostenlos. .playing for free and going to heaven with my best friends who love to eat pancakes and go to burger king every
day because I am fat and idiot.for entertainment is just what my family and I can enjoy playing this game because playing online games is our hobby for holidays.for fun since I really miss this game. I use to play this as a kid and spend hours on it. The United States armed forces may feel more balanced
in my opinion though, while GLA force has this lightning-fast feel, which means that everything feels much easier to build and even faster to deploy. The Chinese superpower feels just like the U.S. to play. Installed on a PC with minimal specification requirements, Command and Conquer: Generals is a
game you will definitely play for hours on end. One of the things that I've noticed with this game is that there are inherent, different advantages and disadvantages for U.S., Chinese and GLA forces. Excellent resistance from the fire, surpassing only the Black Iron Greatshield. Stability will reach 100% with
the Great Magic Shield, but only in 30-42 seconds, and requires 18 intelligence. Greatshield GLORY: Use for strength 40, and with exceptional stability (100% on No. 2 with a magic shield). Sub-couple of elementary cuts. In addition, it significantly reduces the endurance of the regen. Use only below 50
STR. Black Iron Greatshield: Filling with fire gemstone, completely modernized, will provide a 99% reduction in fire damage, while reducing physical damage to 95%. Full torrent film. Useful, under certain circumstances. Dragonslayer Greatshield: 100% physical reduction, 95% lightning reduction. This will
make Dragonslayer armor and the unnamed king cakewalk. In addition, its use is limited. Cathedral Knight Greatshield: Infused deep, you have 99% dark reduction and 95% physical damage. Very situational. Lothric Knight Greatshield: Great vs. Magic, but the infusion didn't bring it to 99%. Greatslid
Gevel: Better Resistance. Very situational weapon art. Less stable than MOANING SHIELD No.5. Not recommended. Equipment RecommendationsWeaponsWeapon choice all depends on your statistics and preferences. At 50 STR and 10 DEX. Big Yohrm's No.5 will give you the highest AR at 633. The
great word is Lorian and Dragonslayer Greataxe perfectly under the excited non-physical damage. Heavy Broadsword No 10 will bring you over 400AR. It's This. Allow to swing quickly and easily, in addition to the resolution for tar lovers. Remember that you will be able to buff your weapon only through
pine beams, not through spells (to make your shield become un-TANKED). Rings. Havel's ring, for maximum equipment loading. The lingering Dragoncrest ring for a longer shield of invincibility and more self-lovers. Ring protection steel, for MOAR TANK. The last ring is in purely situational, but for the
most part I go with Chloranthy Ring.Spells. Magic Shield: Just necessary. It will be able to make your MOANING SHIELD stop within 60-84 seconds. Deep protection: 5% bonus to AR. Sacred Oath: 10% bonus to AR and damage reduction. Stacks with deep protection. Tears of denial: Overwrites are two
spells above. Still helpful if your faith is up to 15. Gradual recovery of HP spells is not recommended, as a lingering dragoncrest ring will slow hp in a second gain (the amount received in total will remain the same. Finally, for the catalyst, always use crystal ringing. Thnx! It's been a very long time since I
posted anything. Lately I've spent a lot more time playing Dark Soul 3 than I have a fighting game. I still play combat games, but I just don't have as much time to dig deep as I did a few years ago. However, I still love these games and I'm going to try to analyze and provide good information to players who
are looking for help or are just looking for the same answers to the questions I had. First: this list is focused on pure Dex builds, which I just started building. The funny fact I don't understand about Dec builds is that the second softcap is at 60 Dex. Hybrid build and quality builds can shoot for 40 dex, but a
clean Dex should shoot about 50-60 for optimal damage. TOTALLY's suboptimal stats are viable for duels (just watching Glory To the Sun, it almost never bothers with optimal stat.s), but optimal statistics are almost necessary for taking on gankers in intrusions. Second: This list is only for better scaling.
This is not a list of weapons levels. Each weapon can be viable in a PVP duel and each weapon is viable in pVE. It's just a weapon that will scale to dex better than other weapons. Keep an open mind for some other weapons not on this list because basic damage is important too. Playing with what you
like is just a list. Also note all guns No. 5 or 10.The list:S Weapon:Chaos BladeDagger (sharp)Scimitar (Sharp)Picture Guardian Curved Sword GreatswordBloodlustShotel (sharp)Rapier (sharp) ) Rapier Ricarda (sharp)Murakumo (sharp)Harp (sharp)Claw (sharp)Manikin Claws (sharp)Great spit
(sharp)Corvian Great Spit (sharp) Winged spear (sharp) Ghru Spear (sharp) Rotted Ghru Dagger (sharp)Sellsword Twin Blades (sharp) All clubs sharp (unverified by me, this fextralife information. Clubs seem very strange to get scalable)B scaling:Storm Curved SwordExile GreatswordMost other
irrefutable weapons get B scaling when sharp, except halberd Those getting C. Some of these weapons can still be very good for your build depending on the underlying damage. The other few who don't get B are terrible with the scaling period or the scale is better with the odd infusions. Bad dex Scaling:
Bandit in knifeMail breakerCorvian greatknifeAstora straight swordDrakeblood GreatswordIf I remember correctly it's all C or D that can still be viable for your build but won't be optimal. So you have, plan your dex to build around some weapons and enjoy! Duel on and happy hunting! Community
Rules.Please be respectful. Only content directly related to Dark Souls 3 belongs. Low content and comments that are not conducive to discussion can be removed. No images of macros, memes or furious messages. No racist, sexist or homophobic language. NSFW content is not allowed to be
published. No witch hunt. Don't discuss cheats. Use spoiler tags when you need to. No sales or extortion of donations. Fashions should be aimed at ThePlays read the full. Community password. Password Community is help, having a password will ignore all level restrictions and weapons, Community
Resources.Trophy Requests.Spoiler Tag Spoiler Code:(/s 'Glory to the Sun')Content Filters.Related Subreddits. Most zoom spears are better with dexterity on a edgy infusion, especially if you're the one handing them a shield. However, if you want to use greatshield, you need to align the strength as well,
so that the exquisite infusion won't be much worse. I'm a fan of actual spears and winged spears, although their range is limited. Drang Twinspears is still also great and doesn't require an infusion if you level Str and Dex equally, but you want to two hands them for maximum efficiency, which means no
shield. Lothric Knight Long Spear is also fun, but technically Pike is in this game. If you want more flashy weapons like Gargoyle Flamespear in the base game and Ringed Knight Spear, if you take the latest DLC are solid. Spears is quite fun, but you have to be careful in PvP as they can be easily parried.
Saint Biden and four Pronged are probably the best at the moment. They have a lot of range and with the right stats hit hard and that's important to have good infusion options. Gargoyle has a somewhat reduced range now, it used to be able to hit people half way through but still good. I'd say they are the
top 3 with Ringed Knight Spear out there too. Saint Biden succumbs to dark/pyro builds because of the natural scaling of faith, so you want 30/30 int and faith or more. You can get 500 AR pretty easily that much if you think this class of weapons is not hard land with and people tend not to have high dark
resistance. Also, in PvE you can use a blind mask and/or Dark Clutch ring and don't really suffer for it in most areas. Four Pronged is basically the same, just lower requirements, I feel like Bident a little longer, but I could be wrong. The gargoyle should be used on a pyro/dark build. It looks great, but there
are basically few reasons other than aesthetics to pick it up now above. If you don't mind pike consider the Great Lance. It's something completely different, it's slower, but hits harder and has some hyper armor. It is very good at the strength of the build so can be used with a hefty shield. The downside is
a one-handed moveset is not something I would rely on. On.
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